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Public-private partnerships finance new infrastructure

Rural roads undergo extensive rehabilitation work

 Majority stakes sold in state-owned infrastructure

Airport expansion plans under way as demand rises 

Transport & Logistics





TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS OVERVIEW

Cargo volumes at the Port 
of Colombo have increased 
steadily in recent years, but 
delays in building the East 
Container Terminal weighed 
on operations in 2017.

The state-owned railway 
company operates the 
country’s entire 

1562-km 
rail network

Total annual passenger movements are forecast to reach 10m in 2018

Rajapaksa Port (MMRP) should jump-start efforts to 
attract logistics investment in the region, and may 
breathe new life into the nearby Mattala Rajapaksa 
International Airport (MRIA) as well. 
OVERSIGHT: The Ministry of Transport and Civil Avi-
ation (MTCA), the Ministry of Higher Education and 
Highways (MHEH) and the Ministry of Ports and Ship-
ping act as the main regulators of the sector, but a host 
of other ministries, departments and SOEs oversee 
various segments. For example, the Road Development 
Authority operates under the MHEH and holds primary 
responsibility for the national highway network and 
class A and B roads, while provincial councils are in 
charge of class C and D roads, and local authorities 
manage rural and unclassified roads. 

The Sri Lanka Ports Authority (SLPA) is another 
important SOE. The SLPA is responsible for operating 
the country’s six commercial ports, including the Port 
of Colombo, though private companies have also made 
forays into the Port of Colombo and MMRP in recent 
years, particularly as the SLPA’s mounting debts have 
limited its ability to finance new projects. Meanwhile, 
Sri Lanka Railways (SLR), which works under the MTCA, 
stands as the sole rail service provider, managing all 
operations across the 1562-km national rail network.
AIRWAYS: Aviation is regulated by the Civil Aviation 
Authority of Sri Lanka, which is charged with monitoring 
the segment’s environmental impact and plays a facil-
itating role, providing the necessary legal framework, 
instructions, guidance and enforcement with continu-
ous surveillance in the planning and executing of new 
developments. The creation of the entity, established 
in 2002, sought to align Sri Lanka’s industry with the 
International Civil Aviation Organisation’s Standards 
and Recommended Practices.

The national carrier SriLankan Airlines was estab-
lished in 1979. Its fleet of 27 aircraft – comprising 13 
Airbus A330 long-haul jets and 14 Airbus A320/321 
medium-haul aircraft – flies to 105 cities in 47 countries. 

Having a strategic location along one of the world’s bus-
iest maritime trade routes, Sri Lanka is well positioned 
to capitalise on rising Indian Ocean trade volumes. 
Under the auspices of the economic development strat-
egy Vision 2025, released in September 2017, authori-
ties are moving to transform the country into a leading 
global trans-shipment and logistics hub.

Sri Lanka benefits from a deepwater coastline, giving 
it a competitive advantage over India. Cargo volumes at 
the country’s maritime hub, the Port of Colombo, have 
risen steadily in recent years, with the port record-
ing double-digit growth in 2016. However, delays in 
building the East Container Terminal, the port’s next 
phase of expansion, weighed on operations in 2017. 
Increased capital investment in highway rehabilitation 
has improved road quality across the country, while 
rising passenger movements at Colombo’s Bandara-
naike International Airport (BIA) have created new 
opportunities, with BIA’s passenger-handling capacity 
set to surge on completion of a planned new terminal. 

However, inefficient state-owned enterprises (SOEs) 
and underperforming ports and airports in the town of 
Hambantota in the Southern Province have contributed 
to budget deficit pressures, in turn restricting the gov-
ernment’s capacity to finance new infrastructure, even 
as its Public Investment Programme (PIP) 2017-20 calls 
for billions of dollars of transport spending. 
STRATEGY: Vision 2025 emphasises public-private 
partnerships (PPPs) as an important financing mecha-
nism, and policies aimed at supporting the deployment 
of PPPs have already allowed expressway construction 
to be fast-tracked in recent months. In 2018 the gov-
ernment is expected to intensify its efforts to attract 
new private sector investment across all segments of 
the transport sector, with the national rail network, a 
planned light rail system in Colombo, multiple express-
ways and select domestic airports offering high-po-
tential investment opportunities. A recent deal to sell 
a majority stake in Hambantota’s Magampura Mahinda 
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Recognising that Sri Lanka 
has an advantageous 
geographic position but a 
limited domestic market, 
Vision 2025 aims to 
position the country as a 
transport and logistics hub.

In the 2018 budget speech, 
the Ministry of Finance 
called for the domestic 
airports in Sigiriya, 
Batticaloa, China Bay and 
Koggala to be renovated 
and expanded under 
public-private partnerships.

There are 34 domestic and international airlines offering services from Bandaranaike International Airport

It has direct flights from BIA to 36 destinations, with the 
remaining services provided under various codeshare 
agreements with carriers from Canada, the UAE, Fin-
land, Japan, Malaysia, Myanmar, Oman, Australia and 
Qatar. In attempt to streamline operations, SriLankan 
Airlines absorbed its low-cost subsidiary Mihin Lanka 
in September 2016. Following the merger, SriLankan 
Airlines counted some 4.4m passengers in FY 2016/17, 
a record high. Despite this, the company continues 
to incur losses and has not made a profit since 2009. 
Plans to partially privatise the operator under a PPP 
have been under way since early 2015.

In niche services, meanwhile, growth has been fore-
cast to pick up. “We expect to see increased Sri Lankan 
participation in the corporate and private jet market,” 
Johanne Jayaratne, executive director of Airport and 
Aviation Services, told OBG. “Asia has seen great expan-
sions within this segment and Sri Lanka’s infrastructure 
and geographic location provide strong foundations 
for this type of commercial activity.”
VISION 2025: Vision 2025 underlines transportation 
infrastructure as an important support mechanism 
for Sri Lanka’s evolution into a high-income country. 
The policy notes that the existing transport networks 
are inadequate and act as a notable drag on growth. 
Vision 2025 also points to poor project selection and 
insufficient financing mechanisms as reasons for the 
failures of recent large-scale developments. 

Recognising the advantageous geographic posi-
tion but limited domestic market, Vision 2025 seeks 
to transform the country into a leading transport and 
logistics hub. It aims to achieve this through four new 
economic corridors that run across the south-west, 
north-east, Kandy-Colombo and Colombo-Trincomalee. 
These pathways will be supported by accompanying 
highway and airport developments. As a whole, this 
endeavour should significantly improve regional and 
rural connectivity. PPPs have been highlighted as the 
most effective model for financing and executing 

projects within the plan. To this end, the PIP 2017-20 
has identified more than 1000 ongoing and future 
undertakings that can be accessed by investors. 
MEGAPOLIS INTEGRATION: Vision 2025 dovetails with 
the Western Region Megapolis Master Plan, released 
in 2016, which envisions transforming the Western 
Province, including Colombo, into a modern global 
metropolis by 2030. The plan entails multiple transport 
upgrades, such as the establishment of a multi-modal 
transport hub, railway electrification, the construction 
of additional terminals at the Port of Colombo and 
the modernisation of BIA as part of the aero city in 
Katunayake, with business parks, transit hotels and 
conference facilities. This will require a substantial 
boost in investment, with the plan outlining LKR1.1trn 
($7.2bn) for roads works; LKR88.7bn ($579.1m) for 
ports; LKR84.3bn ($550.4m) for railways; LKR32.5bn 
($212.2m) for airports; and LKR5.3bn ($34.6m) for 
repairs to public buses. All told, LKR1.3trn ($8.5bn) is 
due to be spent between 2017 and 2021.
PPP: With the state’s transport budget for 2018 limited 
to the Central Expressway and rural roads, PPPs will be 
key in financing upcoming developments. In January 
2017 the government announced it would set up a new 
PPP agency under the Ministry of Finance with a budget 
of LKR75m ($490,000). The unit will be responsible for 
identifying potential opportunities, determining what 
projects go ahead and providing transactional support. 
Additionally, the agency will liaise with relevant minis-
tries to expedite PPPs. In the 2018 budget speech, the 
ministry also called for the domestic airports in Sigiriya, 
Batticaloa, China Bay and Koggala to be renovated 
and expanded under PPP frameworks, presenting new 
private sector investment opportunities in aviation.

Meanwhile, the ports segment, which already makes 
use of PPPs, will likely benefit from planned amend-
ments to the Sri Lanka Ports Authority Act No. 51 of 
1979 and the Merchants Shipping Act No. 52 of 1971. 
These potential changes aim to improve competition 
in the segment by creating an independent ports 
regulator and removing some restrictions on foreign 
ownership in shipping and freight-forwarding. These 
alterations should encourage more international logis-
tics operators to use Sri Lanka as a regional base. 
PORT OF COLOMBO: The port network extends from 
the island’s southernmost tip to the very north of the 
country via six main facilities located in Colombo, Galle, 
Trincomalee, Hambantota, Oluvil and Kankesanthurai 
in Jaffna. Located on the banks of the Kelani River, the 
Port of Colombo handles the vast majority of maritime 
traffic. Following Sri Lanka’s independence in 1948, 
authorities began expanding the port, first with the 
construction of 16 new berths along the newly built 
Queen Elizabeth Quay. A modernisation programme 
launched in the 1980s brought cranes and gantries 
onside, and the access channel was deepened in the 
1990s to its current draught of 16-20 metres. 

Expansions in the following two decades brought the 
total number of container terminals in operation to four: 
Jaye Container Terminal (JCT), Unity Container Terminal 
(UCT), South Asia Gateway Terminal (SAGT) and most 
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In March 2018 an 
agreement was inked 
between all three port 
operators at the Port of 
Colombo to act as a single 
unit, which should help 
shorten wait times.

Since the Colombo 
International Container 
Terminal commenced 
operations, container 
volumes handled at the 
Port of Colombo have 
increased from 4.9m 
twenty-foot equivalent 
units (TEUs) in 2014 to 
5.7m TEUs in 2016.

and Aitken Spence signed a 35-year BOT deal with 
the SLPA in 2011 for a new container terminal in the 
port’s South Harbour. The deal will see the construction 
of a 1200-metre container quay with an 18-metre 
draft channel. It will be able to handle vessels with a 
capacity of up to 18,000 TEUs, making it Colombo’s 
only deepwater port facility. It is being built on 58 ha of 
reclaimed land, giving it enough space for three or four 
berths. The harbour basin was dredged to deepen it to 
18 metres at low water of ordinary spring tides, with 
US construction giant AECOM stating that dredging 
volumes had reached some 8m cu metres. Associated 
works included the construction of a container yard, 
the building of roads and the establishment of security 
and utility services. Works were completed in 2013 and 
added 2.4m TEUs of handling capacity. 
STATE PROFITS: Berth occupancy at the Port of 
Colombo is often high, which is partly due to delays in 
awarding a contract for the East Container Terminal, a 
facility that is expected to boost the port’s throughput 
to 10m TEUs by 2025. The PIP 2017-20 targets reach-
ing 6.8m TEUs of container traffic by 2020, with 5.2m 
TEUs of this coming from trans-shipments. Total cargo 
volumes are forecast to hit 92.1m tonnes in 2018 and 
103.4m tonnes in 2020. The tender process for the 
terminal was originally scheduled to be finalised in 
early 2017, after five international consortia and two 
individual bidders expressed interest. However, the 
project remains in limbo due to political pressure to 
keep the terminal state-owned and under the control of 
the SLPA. In November 2017 the government reported 
that the delays in awarding a contract for had cost the 
SLPA LKR3.5bn ($22.9m) in 2017. 

Debts from MMRP in Hambantota have also weighed 
on the SLPA’s profitability, with Mahinda Samarasinghe, 
minister of ports and shipping, telling Parliament in 
November 2017 that LKR10bn ($65.3m) of the SLPA’s 
profits were channelled into servicing the debts from 
the port in 2016, reducing profits to less than LKR1bn 
($6.5m). Furthermore, the costs of servicing these debts 
amounted to LKR12bn ($78.4m) 2017. These mounting 
expenses pushed the government to sell a majority 
stake in MMRP to a Chinese-led consortium in July 2017 
(see analysis), resulting in the SLPA finishing the year 
with a profit of LKR12bn ($78.4m). 
TAKING FLIGHT: Other SOEs have suffered losses as 
well, including SriLankan Airlines. In FY 2016/17 its 
operational revenues rose to LKR136.7bn ($892.6m), a 
5.6% increase over the LKR129.5bn ($845.6m) earned 
in FY 2015/16. Nevertheless, the company recorded 
a net group loss of LKR6.5bn ($42.4m) in FY 2016/17, 
more than double the LKR2.9bn ($18.9m) incurred the 
previous year. This was attributed to a 3% decrease in 
average fares in US dollar terms, with the depreciation 
of the Sri Lankan rupee against the dollar having a 
negative impact on the airline’s bottom line. 

The repaving of BIA’s runways from January to April 
in 2017 also set the airline back, as it led to the cancel-
lation of 600 flights. The lease cancellations for four 
new Airbus, including penalties and forfeited security 
payments, also added significant costs for the airline 

recently, the Colombo International Container Terminal 
(CICT) located in the South Harbour. The SLPA operates 
the JCT and UCT, while private consortia manage the 
latter two under PPPs. However, in March 2018 a deal 
was inked between all the operators to act as a single 
unit. This change is expected to improve productivity 
by shortening wait times, as ships will be able to use any 
available berthing facility. The agreement also builds 
on Sri Lanka’s reputation as a leading trans-shipment 
destinations in the region. Today, the Port of Colombo 
is one of the top-30 facilities globally in terms of cargo 
volumes, outpacing major international facilities. The 
port now has 14 container berths, deepwater access 
channels, a 4-km-long quay, 47 quayside gantry cranes, 
138 rubber-tyred gantry cranes, four rail-mounted 
gantry cranes and 402 terminal tractors and trailers. 

Cargo volumes have surged, especially after the 
CICT commenced operations in 2014. According to 
government data, total container volumes rose from 
4.1m twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs) in 2010 to 
hit 4.3m TEUs in 2013, 4.9m TEUs in 2014 and 5.2m 
TEUs in 2015, while the total cargo volume handled 
increased by 27% over 2010-15, from 61.2m tonnes 
to 77.6m tonnes. More recently, figures from Lloyd’s 
List, a global ranking of the top-100 container ports, 
show that container volumes rose by 10.6% in 2016 to 
reach 5.7m TEUs, pushing the port ahead of Bremen in 
Germany and Tanjung Priok in Indonesia, which stood 
at 5.53m TEUs and 5.52m TEUs, respectively. Over Janu-
ary-November 2017 the Port of Colombo had handled 
6m TEUs of cargo, up 4.6% year-on-year (y-o-y). 

The higher volumes of cargo have translated into 
higher revenues. According to the SLPA, income 
increased by 5% in 2016 to reach LKR44bn ($287.3m). 
The majority of ships called at the CICT, which saw 
trans-shipment volumes grow by more than 11.8% in 
2016, with trans-shipments now accounting for approx-
imately 70% of the CICT’s revenues. However, as cargo 
volumes rise, congestion is increasingly becoming an 
issue. Shipping and trade news site JOC.com reported 
that wait times at the port rose by more than two hours 
y-o-y over the first six months of 2017, registering an 
average of around 5.8 hours when anchorage and 
steam-in times were taken into account. However, 
this may fall in 2018 following the recent agreement 
formed between terminal operators. 
PRIVATE PARTICIPATION: The Port of Colombo has 
benefitted from consistent private sector participation 
over the years and it remains attractive to outside 
investors, as evidenced by the high level of interest 
shown for the planned East Container Terminal. 

The first privately backed development at the port 
came in 1999, when a consortium of domestic and 
foreign firms signed a concession agreement with 
the government to take over operations at the Queen 
Elizabeth Quay. This concession for SAGT was signed 
as a 30-year build-operate-transfer (BOT) contract, 
representing one of the largest foreign investments in 
the country at the time. The construction phase of the 
SAGT contract was completed in 2003. A consortium 
that includes China Merchants Holdings International 
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A $407.7m loan has been 
obtained to support 
the second phase of 
expansion at Bandaranaike 
International Airport, which 
will boost annual capacity 
to 15m passengers.

setbacks that year (see Tourism chapter). The num-
ber of passenger arrivals across all airports increased 
from 2.1m in 2009 to 4.6m in 2016. Total passenger 
movements – which measures arrivals and departures 
– more than doubled in that period, from 4.2m to 9.5m. 

According to government estimates, BIA, which wel-
comed the vast majority of arrivals at 2.09m, is facing 
pressing capacity and connectivity constraints. The 
airport is currently exceeding its designed capacity 
of 7.5m annual passenger movements. In addition, 
aircraft movements were expected to reach 75,000 in 
2017, surpassing the threshold capacity of BIA’s existing 
runway. The figure is forecast to hit 100,000 in 2022, at 
which time BIA would require a second runway, while 
total annual passenger movements are projected to 
rise to 10m in 2018 and 11.1m in 2019. 
BIA EXPANSION: As a response to this capacity con-
straint, in February 2016 the MTCA announced plans 
to build a second terminal at BIA as part of the second 
stage of a $550m two-phase expansion that aims to 
boost the airport’s capacity to 15m passenger move-
ments annually. The first phase, which will add an apron 
and taxiway, commenced construction in April 2017 and 
is scheduled for completion by October 2019. 

The second phase is still under evaluation, but it is 
expected to be developed under a PPP. In March 2017 
the Japan International Cooperation Agency announced 
it would provide JPY45.4bn ($407.7m) of financing for 
the second phase, which will go towards a multi-level 

in FY 2016/17. Local media reported that the bank loan 
taken out to pay the penalty fee will cost the carrier 
approximately LKR1.5bn ($9.8m) annually for 12 years. 

The government initiated efforts to bring on a private 
operator under a PPP in January 2015, though some 
stakeholders have asked whether Sri Lanka – which 
has a domestic population of 21.2m and relatively low 
levels of tourism – even needs its own national carrier. 
Although some investors, such as US equity firm TPG 
and Qatar Airways, have expressed interest in entering 
into a PPP with SriLankan Airlines, the company’s high 
debt loads and bloated workforce remain unattractive. 
Some have suggested the government wipe out the car-
rier’s debt and divest a controlling stake to any potential 
partner. As of yet, a clear decision has not been made. 

Despite the challenging outlook for the national car-
rier, aviation prospects in the private sphere remain 
bright. BIA is still Sri Lanka’s the largest and most impor-
tant international airport, with some 34 foreign and 
domestic airlines offering services from the airport. 
Among these are SriLankan Airlines and the private 
domestic carrier Cinnamon Air, as well as international 
carriers Emirates, Etihad Airways, Singapore Airlines, 
KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, Turkish Airlines, Thai Airways, 
Malaysia Airlines, Air India and Air China. 

According to figures released from the Sri Lanka 
Tourism Development Authority in January 2018, the 
number of tourist arrivals reached an all-time high of 
2.12m in 2017, up 3.2% over 2016, despite multiple 
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5000 km
of roads are in the 
process of being 
rehabilitated
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national and provincial roads; renovation and recon-
struction of 1000 rural bridges; and improved connec-
tivity between 2500 villages through the rehabilitation 
of rural, provincial and national roads. 

Some 5000 km of roads across all three levels of 
administration are in the process of being rehabili-
tated, with the Asian Development Bank financing a 
significant portion of the work. The country’s network 
of operational expressways stands at 171 km, with this 
set to expand following the completion of the coming 
expressway network. As outlined in the PIP 2017-20, 
the network will comprise the Southern Expressway, 
with an extension to Hambantota; the Outer Circular 
Expressway; the Colombo-Katunayaka Expressway; the 
Central Expressway; and the Ruwanpura Expressway. Of 
all of these planned developments, however, only the 
Central Expressway was mentioned in the 2018 budget 
speech. The state will spend LKR10bn ($65.3m) on this 
expressway, with private sector participation to cover 
the rest of its financing needs. In an effort to encour-
age more private investment, the Road Development 
Authority announced in February 2017 that it would 
establish the Special Infrastructure Company, which will 
develop new expressways in partnership with private 
investors, with the long-term goal of setting up PPP 
frameworks for future use (see analysis). 
RAIL: While rail has a smaller role in Sri Lanka’s trans-
port sector, it could soon experience a renaissance. 
The PIP 2017-20 targets raising rail travel from 5% of 

terminal building, elevated roadway, new parking apron 
with 23 stands, taxiways, a multi-storey carpark, new 
sewage and water treatment plants, and a solid waste 
disposal incinerator. The new terminal is planned to 
have the capacity for wide-body aircraft, making BIA 
a competitive transit destination for long-haul flights. 
Transit passengers already accounted for a third of 
total passenger movements in 2014. 

Work on the second phase was initially expected to 
start in November 2017 and be finished by end-2020, 
but as a winning bidder has not yet been announced, 
the completion date has been pushed back to 2022. To 
cope with the rising passenger traffic in the meantime, 
the MTCA opened a tender bid in February 2018 for the 
construction of an interim passenger terminal at BIA. 
ROADS: Sri Lanka has one of the most dense road 
networks in South Asia, with almost 2 km of roads per 
sq km. Even though a decade of capital investment into 
road rehabilitation has considerably improved the con-
ditions of many roads, around half of the network is still 
made of unpaved gravel, and poor-quality rural roads 
and rising congestion continue to weigh on growth. 

Large-scale roadworks to be developed under the 
PIP 2017-20 include the completion of the 118-km 
Central Expressway linking Kadawatha to Kurunegala, 
Pothuhera, Kandy and Ambepussa; the 73-km Ruwan-
pura Expressway; construction of 12.7 km of elevated 
road in Colombo; rehabilitation of 2400 km of national 
highways; gridlock reduction via 300 new bridges on 
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Under the Western Region 
Megapolis Master Plan, 
a $6bn light rail is being 
constructed to improve 
connectivity between the 
capital’s suburbs and the 
new business district, Port 
City Colombo. 

component of the Western Region Megapolis Master 
Plan. The system will connect developments around 
the 269-ha Port City Colombo, a new financial district 
and business hub that recommenced construction 
in 2016, with internal infrastructure scheduled to be 
completed by 2020. In November 2017 the Ministry of 
Megapolis and Western Development commissioned 
feasibility studies for the light rail system connecting 
Colombo’s suburbs to the new central business district. 

At a press conference for the agreement, Patali 
Champika Ranawaka, minister of megapolis and western 
development, announced that works on the light rail 
were scheduled to begin before the end of 2018. The 
first phase will involve a 15.3-km line with 16 stops, 
connecting Fort Station with Malabe via St Joseph’s 
College, National Hospital, Cotta Road and Lumbini 
Temple. The total journey time is expected to be 27 
minutes, considerably faster than the current two 
hours by bus. Eventually, authorities hope to expand 
the Colombo light rail through six subsequent phases. 
Once the network is complete, ridership is expected 
to be around 30,000 people per hour. The $6bn light 
rail will be developed as a PPP, with some financial 
support coming from the government of Japan under 
a soft loan. The MTCA plans to issue tenders to foreign 
investors for construction as well as maintenance and 
operations, with the deadline set for 2023. 
OUTLOOK: While the government’s limited capacity to 
invest in new infrastructure has dampened the sector’s 
outlook, increasing levels of private investment should 
support upgrades. Recent years have seen authorities 
create a more supportive environment for private and 
foreign players, showing that the sector is open for 
investment. Vision 2025 has underscored the impor-
tance of private participation, with the new PPP unit 
set to have a major role in achieving this objective. This 
should bolster macroeconomic expansion, positioning 
Sri Lanka as a competitive regional and global trans-
portation hub, and paving the way for more robust 
growth. On the public side, authorities remain focused 
on addressing the challenges of mismanaged SOEs as 
well as kick-starting stalled transport developments.

total passenger transport in 2015 to 10% by 2020. SLR 
operates 411 train trips daily, of which 386 are pas-
senger services. The 1560-km national rail network 
extends to every major city, and travel times by rail are 
usually faster than by road. For instance, a train ride 
from Mount Lavinia to Colombo Fort takes an average 
of 30 minutes, compared to 50 minutes by road. 

SLR also benefits from extensive real estate own-
ership. According to a speech by Gayani de Alwis, 
vice-president of the Chartered Institute of Logistics 
and Transport, SLR owns 13,000 acres of land, as well 
as 160 main stations, and 1000 wagons and carriages 
with unused advertising space. These assets could 
provide the financing SLR needs to meet its medi-
um-term targets. The national rail operator is facing 
several notable challenges, such as limited coverage 
and capacity, low average speeds, frequent delays, 
inadequate services during peak hours, a lack of inno-
vation and modern technology, and a weak financial 
position that makes investing in these areas difficult. 
Indeed, De Alwis said in his speech that SLR’s annual 
deficit averaged LKR5.5bn ($35.9m) between 2007 and 
2016. However, in May 2017 authorities announced that 
SLR’s losses fell from their peak of LKR7.7bn ($50.3m) 
in 2015 to LKR6.8bn ($44.4m) in 2016, due to lower 
fuel prices and higher revenues. 

The completion of large-scale service expansions in 
the Northern Province in 2015 saw capital spending for 
the following year fall by 48.4% to LKR15.7bn ($102.5m) 
in 2016. Total rail passenger kilometres rose by a mar-
ginal 0.1% to hit 7413 km in 2016, supported by flat 
tariffs, increased road traffic and the northern network 
expansion. Promisingly for SLR, freight transportation 
was also up in 2016, with total goods kilometres rising 
by 7.6% from 130m tonnes in 2015 to 140m tonnes in 
2016, resulting from higher volumes of coal, oil and 
cement moved by rail. The PIP 2017-20 outlines a bold 
target of increasing rail’s share of total freight traffic 
from 1% in 2015 to 5% in 2020, which would serve as a 
valuable source of income for SLR. 

Improving land and asset utilisation would also help 
SLR reduce its losses. In December 2017 only 15% of 
SLR’s land assets were leased out for commercial pur-
poses. Furthermore, just 28% of the companies that had 
leases paid their rent on time. Were this not the case, 
according to De Alwis, LKR1.5bn ($9.8m) of additional 
revenues would have been generated in 2016, which 
could have been used to reduce SLR’s deficit by more 
than 20%. There are opportunities to upgrade the oper-
ator’s existing technologies to improve ticketing, inven-
tory control, real estate management, auditing and 
accounting. Such efficiency gains would substantially 
reduce SLR’s losses. Of all the transport segments out-
lined under the PIP 2017-20, the rail segment requires 
the third-highest amount of spending. It is estimated 
that repairs and rolling stock upgrades will amount 
to LKR84.3bn ($550.4m). In addition, the line linking 
Kurunegala to Habarana via Dambulla is budgeted to 
cost more than LKR14bn ($91.4m). 
COLOMBO LIGHT RAIL: Authorities are pressing 
ahead with a planned light rail project in Colombo, a key 
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Port of Colombo container throughput, 2007-16 (TEU m)

Source: CBSL
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Policy connections

What role does logistics play in the economy? 
BEVIS: In Sri Lanka the relationship between the econ-
omy and logistics is particularly significant, inasmuch 
as the country’s geographical position allows it to act 
as a hub for all the littoral economies in the Indian 
Ocean. Many of these are growing rapidly and have 
the potential to become leading global economies. This 
offers a key opportunity to boost economic activity. 
What is needed is the willingness and the foresight to 
seize that opportunity and change what is already a 
major – and truly substantial – pillar of the economy.

How will foreign direct investment (FDI) help the 
country reach $20bn in export earnings by 2020?
BEVIS: FDI plays three important roles in the logistics 
sector. First, the attraction of inward investment takes 
pressure off the national balance sheet and increases 
the resources available to the country to drive the 
economy. Second, inward investment generally brings 
with it skills, expertise and knowledge from overseas 
that the domestic economy commonly lacks. Third, it 
often entails the ability to connect to global networks, 
which offers the prospect of enhancing the access 
that Sri Lankan importers have to markets overseas.

 FDI brings benefits, but the full extent of such ben-
efits cannot be secured unless the entities attracting 
such investments are able to operate in an effective 
market with open competition. This, in turn, depends 
upon a light-handed regulatory environment that 
encourages competition and allows the market to reg-
ulate itself. Only then will logistics services be able to 
deliver a fully competitive suite of services to exporters.

How do you gauge the progress of the country be-
coming a regional logistics centre? 
BEVIS: While Sri Lanka has been very successful in 
attracting and retaining container trans-shipment 
business, it is important to look at the nature of that 
industry. The country has attracted a significant share 

of the Indian Ocean basin’s trans-shipment business, 
which – while of considerable volume and economic 
significance – is ephemeral. Transshipment is highly 
competitive, so if carriers can see the slightest com-
petitive advantage, they will move quickly. 

For the time being Sri Lanka retains a commanding 
position, but that cannot be assumed to continue indef-
initely. If another country were to establish a competing 
centre, especially in an area with significant domestic 
cargo volumes of its own to supplement the trans-ship-
ment business, Sri Lanka could begin to lose ground. 

To avoid this the country must consider three lines of 
development. First, the ports have to keep developing 
appropriate capacity ahead of demand to accommo-
date growth and send a clear signal that the country 
remains committed to retaining its pre-eminence. 
Second, it must ensure that the standards of port and 
terminal services are second to none. Third, it needs 
to look at developing a suite of value-added services 
to help it retain the basic trans-shipment business. 

Such value-adding capabilities might include mul-
ti-country consolidation, warehousing, cargo storage 
and rehandling, quality control, and interconnections 
between sea and air. Financial and legal services sim-
ilar to Singapore’s and Dubai’s – relevant models for 
possible emulation – might also be developed. 

If these steps can be taken, Sri Lanka will start to 
emerge as a maritime hub. However, this can only hap-
pen if policymakers are clear that developing infra-
structure goes beyond quays, rails, cranes and the 
like. Rather, it must also include the provision of an 
enabling regulatory environment that will allow such 
services to operate efficiently. Ultimately, regulation 
should largely come from the market. While this does 
not mean that regulation and the place of regulators 
can be entirely disposed of, such interventions should 
be limited to areas in which the market is imperfect, 
and policy direction should be focused upon enabling 
the market to develop and operate without distortion. 

Julian Bevis, Senior Director, Group Relations, South Asia, Maersk 
Group, on how to remain competitive as a trans-shipment centre

Julian Bevis, Senior Director, Group Relations, South Asia, Maersk Group 
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Rural connectivity is poised to improve significantly, 
with the government securing financing from the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB) to rehabilitate over 3400 km 
of rural roads. These road renovations form part of an 
expansive infrastructure agenda that will also see the 
construction of a host of rural expressways in the com-
ing years. Although budgetary shortfalls could make it 
difficult for the government to allocate the necessary 
funding for all of the planned developments, the crea-
tion of the Special Infrastructure Company (SIFCO) in 
February 2017 – intended to focus almost exclusively 
on highways – should help the authorities meet their 
targets. Importantly, SIFCO is setting the foundations 
for future private sector participation in the sector, 
with public-private partnerships (PPPs) set to play an 
increasingly important role in development as a result. 
RURAL ROADS: According to figures from the ADB, 
roads account for 95% of inland passenger traffic and 
98% of freight traffic, and the country has 16,000 km 
of provincial roads and 80,000 km of local roads. The 
condition of provincial and local roads is considerably 
poorer than national road averages, with higher travel 
costs and longer journey times. Despite strong improve-
ments in addressing trunk road deficiencies over the 
previous decade, rural and provincial road upgrades 
have been slow to materialise, and most rural roads 
cannot provide all-weather access. 

Government figures show that around 3000 km of 
national roads exceed traffic volumes of 10,000 vehi-
cles per day, while economic growth has increased 
freight transport activities, which is contributing to 
accelerated road deterioration. This has led to the 
prioritisation of road upgrades. Indeed, the Rural Infra-
structure Development Programme – a LKR13.3bn 
($86.8m) state initiative to generate inclusive growth 
– had funded more than 20,400 rural access projects, 
worth a total of LKR10.2bn ($66.6m) as of March 2018. 
DEVELOPMENT BANK: In the past decade the ADB has 
provided considerable support to Sri Lanka. A $150m 

loan facility, approved in 2005, was used to upgrade 
some 270 km of national roads, with the government 
contributing $58m as part of a five-year investment 
plan. In 2010 the bank then approved a $150m emer-
gency assistance loan for the urgent reconstruction of 
infrastructure as well as the deployment of essential 
services in war-affected regions.

Since the country’s civil conflict has ended, the ADB’s 
road transport assistance efforts have shifted back 
towards improving national connectivity. The bank’s 
2012-16 partnership strategy with the country focused 
on upgrading the existing national road system, pri-
oritising the construction of critical arterial roads to 
reduce traffic congestion. Importantly, the ADB has 
supported the government’s efforts to develop trunk 
roads by examining and assessing potential ways to 
increase private sector involvement. 

Sustained improvement is being made, with the gov-
ernment reporting that as of the end of 2017 more than 
4100 km of national roads, 4900 km of provincial roads 
and 39,000 km of rural roads have undergone complete 
rehabilitation. An additional 5000 km of national, trunk 
and rural roads are in the process of being upgraded. 
INTEGRATED ROADS: One of the largest rehabilitation 
projects currently under way is the ADB-backed Inte-
grated Road Investment Programme (IRIP), launched 
in September 2014, which is aimed at both expanding 
rural connectivity, and stimulating economic growth 
through road construction and rehabilitation projects. 
As part of the second phase of the IRIP, the Cabinet 
approved plans in August 2017 to utilise ADB financing 
to rehabilitate 3400 km of rural access roads and 340 
km of national roads in four provinces. 

The first phase saw the ADB provide an $800m, 
multi-tranche facility to upgrade roads in six prov-
inces. In September 2017 the ADB’s board of directors 
announced it had approved up to $900m of new financ-
ing for the second phase of the IRIP, which will cover 
three provinces and is expected to wrap up in 2027. 
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Hit the road running
On the back of significant road improvements, the government 
secures funding for further upgrades
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Rural roads tend to be in worse condition than the national average

The Special Infrastructure 
Company was established 
in February 2017 with 
the aim of expediting the 
construction of transport 
infrastructure under public-
private partnership models.

The $86.8m Rural 
Infrastructure Development 
Programme, which seeks to 
improve inclusive growth 
and reduce rural poverty, 
had funded over 20,400 
rural access projects as 
of March 2018.
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The Special 
Infrastructure Company 
will own three 
expressways, giving it an 
asset base of 

$1.6bn

As in the first phase, financing will be delivered in five 
tranches through to 2021, beginning with a $90m reg-
ular loan and $60m concessional loan. The state plans 
to cover $184.6m of the total cost of $1.1bn; however, 
accessing finance has proved challenging in the past 
and may dampen progress should it be an issue again. 
OBSTACLES: Improving roads remains a priority for 
the government, as shown by the 2018 budget alloca-
tions of LKR4bn ($26.1m) for rural road improvements 
and a further LKR10bn ($65.3m) for the completion 
of the Central Expressway. However, the government 
is also working to raise levels of outside investment, 
particularly to meet longer-term financing goals. To 
this end, in January 2017 the state announced plans 
for a dedicated PPP division under the Treasury. This 
was followed by the February 2017 creation of SIFCO 
to finance new expressways, setting the stage for yet 
more private sector investment.
SIFCO: Operating under the Road Development Author-
ity (RDA), SIFCO is a public limited liability company 
incorporated under the Companies Act, with the RDA 
holding the majority of shares. In early 2017 Ravi Karu-
nanayake, then-minister of finance, told local media 
SIFCO will own the Southern, Outer Circular and 
Colombo Katunayake expressways, giving it an asset 
base of LKR243bn ($1.6bn). SIFCO is set to undertake 
all future expressway developments, including those 
already under way. It has been estimated that these pro-
jects will require $4bn of investment through to 2021. 

The Ministry of Finance has said that once SIFCO’s 
asset base is in place, the company will be able to both 
raise capital from private investors, and arrange financ-
ing for new projects using existing infrastructure and 
assets as collateral. This means that SIFCO projects will 
not fall under the public borrowing programme and 
that private investors have a new avenue to invest in 
infrastructure. The Treasury will arrange guarantees 
to lenders on an as-needed basis, while the revenues 
earned from expressways will be used to repay loans. 
STATE GOALS: The government intends SIFCO to 
initially be used as a transitional vehicle that enables 
local capital market investors to provide financing for 
infrastructure projects. The end vision, however, is to 
open investment up to a wider variety of participants 
under a PPP framework, where private stakeholders 
also have the opportunity to manage operations.

To this end, in March 2017 the Cabinet approved 
a proposal to create negotiating and procurement 
committees to develop PPPs, beginning with highways. 
Build-operate-transfer models have been suggested 
as the best method to facilitate private financing for 
these infrastructure works. Prime Minister Ranil Wick-
remesinghe presented a paper to the Parliament that 
supported opening existing highway projects to private 
investors. He suggested placing them under SIFCO’s 
purview and then implementing PPP agreements. This 
would pave the way for new investment while also 
expediting delivery of major transport developments. 
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Under the previous 
administration, Chinese 
firms were contracted to 
build the Mattala Rajapaksa 
International Airport, 
multi-lane expressways and 
other developments.

In July 2017 a state-owned 
Chinese port company 
secured a 70% stake in 
the recently constructed 
Magampura Mahinda 
Rajapaksa Port.

Large-scale projects in Hambantota have weighed on the state budget

build the Magampura Mahinda Rajapaksa Port (MMRP), 
MRIA, which is located some 20 km outside of Hamban-
tota, and a new international cricket stadium. In addi-
tion, there were plans to connect all of these facilities 
via a series of multi-lane expressways. 

The port and airport projects have added significant 
pressure to the state’s balance sheet, though exact 
contract details are unclear and budget estimates vary 
considerably between sources. In November 2011, for 
example, the BBC placed the total cost of the MMRP 
at $1.4bn, while Ship Technology reported that Chi-
na’s Import-Export Bank covered 85% of phase one’s 
construction costs, which were estimated at $361m. 
Daily Mirror wrote that the second phase amounted to 
$808m, while the Financial Times put the project’s total 
cost at $1.3bn. Accounts of how involved Chinese firms 
are vary as well, with Forbes asserting that China pro-
vided $247m of MRIA’s $272m budget, while in Decem-
ber 2017 The Interpreter estimated that the combined 
value of the port and airport deals was somewhere 
closer to $1.5bn, with the majority sourced through 
“relatively high-interest loans” from China.
STRATEGIC LOCATION: The logic behind building up 
Hambantota seemed solid, as the port is located along 
one of the world’s busiest maritime shipping lanes, 
making it a natural hub for trans-shipment and logistics. 
Any facilities built in the region would be well positioned 
to capitalise on the increasing Indian Ocean trade vol-
umes. Critically, Hambantota also offers a deepwater 
draught, and India does not have a deepwater port, giv-
ing MMRP a major competitive advantage over India’s 
ports. The first phase of MMRP’s construction, which 
commenced in January 2008 and finished in April 2010, 
comprised the building of new ship-building, bunkering, 
crew-changing and ship-repair facilities, as well as two 
breakwaters. Dredging works involved a 210-metre 
entrance channel and 600-metre turning circle. 

A joint venture between Sinohydro Corporation 
and China Harbour Engineering Company (CHEC) was 

In an effort to address the rising levels of public debt, 
the government moved to sell a majority stake in the 
recently constructed deepwater port in Hambantota 
to the state-owned China Merchants Port Holdings 
(CMPH) in July 2017. The deal will help shore up state 
reserves to allow for higher spending on priority infra-
structure. It also demonstrates that there are oppor-
tunities for foreign investment in Sri Lanka, with the 
port holding the potential to become a major global 
roll-on/roll-off (ro-ro) trans-shipment hub.

However, the sale has been widely criticised, with 
some stakeholders arguing that the port’s selling price 
was too low given its high construction costs, strategic 
geographic position and long-term growth prospects. 
Although Sri Lanka will benefit from increased fis-
cal space and new foreign investment in the port’s 
surrounding infrastructure, the persisting concerns 
about national sovereignty and the economic losses 
of privatising Hambantota’s large-scale infrastructure 
developments continue to challenge developers.

With concerns over Chinese influence mounting, the 
government is now expected to leverage competing 
international interests by selling a majority stake in 
the Mattala Rajapaksa International Airport (MRIA) in 
Hambantota to the government of India. 
DEBT TRAP: By mid-2017 Sri Lanka’s debt had reached 
$64bn, with an estimated 95% of the state’s total reve-
nues channelled into servicing its loans. It has been esti-
mated that more than one-tenth of the government’s 
debt is owed to Chinese state-owned firms, with some 
local media reports stating that Chinese firms account 
for as much as $8bn of Sri Lanka’s total debt. Most of 
the debt can be attributed to a spate of recent infra-
structure projects launched in the Southern Province’s 
district of Hambantota, roughly 250 km south-east of 
Colombo, under plans to transform the district into a 
new economic, commercial and shipping hub. 

Under the previous administration of Mahinda 
Rajapaksa, Chinese companies were contracted to 

Unloading debts
Authorities sell off majority stakes in state-owned infrastructure
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A planned special 
economic zone to be built 
in Hambantota stands to 
receive $5bn of Chinese 
investment, which would 
create around 100,000 jobs.

The Sri Lankan government 
is evaluating the prospect 
of selling a majority stake 
in the Mattala Rajapaksa 
International Airport on 
a 40-year lease to the 
government of India. 

contracted for the first phase, which also covered the 
excavation of a 17-metre-deep basin area, 600-metre 
general purpose berth, 610-metre oil quay, 105-metre 
service berth, and associated roads and buildings. Once 
complete, the first phase offered capacity for 2500 
ships and 100,000 deadweight tonnes annually.

The second phase involved deepening the entrance 
channel by 1 metre, adding 2.4 km of new quay length 
through the creation of a 450-metre-wide, 840-metre-
long harbour basin, construction of a 40-ha industrial 
area with container handling and ro-ro facilities, and 
a new shipyard facility in the south-west corner. This 
second phase was completed by the end of 2015. The 
planned third phase will see the port’s capacity reach 
20m twenty-foot equivalent units on completion.
LAGGING ASSETS: MMRP’s proximity to larger, busier 
and more well-equipped facilities in Colombo have seen 
it underperform since it began operations. According to 
a local media report published in July 2017, just 44 ships 
had been handled at Hambantota since 2015, while the 
SLPA recorded the port handling a total of 350 ships 
between 2010 and March 2018. Reportedly, the port 
earned LKR132m ($862,000) in 2012, falling short of the 
initial revenue target of between LKR500m ($3.3m) and 
LKR600m ($3.9m). However, annual revenues have risen 
since then, totalling LKR585.2m ($3.8m) in 2013 and 
LKR5.4bn ($35.3m) in 2014, when bunkering operations 
commenced. Nonetheless, by April 2017 the port had 
registered losses of $300m since opening. 

MRIA, meanwhile, has been labelled one of the 
world’s emptiest airports. Built over an area of 12,000 
ha, the first phase of construction began in 2009. This 
initial phase – which included a 12,000-sq-metre ter-
minal building, 12 check-in counters, two gates and a 
3500-metre runway capable of handling large com-
mercial jets – came on-line in March 2013. The gov-
ernment awarded the contract for the second phase 
of construction to CHEC that same year.

Although MRIA has the capacity to handle 1m pas-
sengers annually, the airport has fallen short of its 
targets since 2013. According to the Central Bank of 
Sri Lanka, MRIA handled 2740 passengers in 2015 and 
4770 in 2016. Only one airline – the low-cost carrier 
flydubai – offers flights to MRIA, with carriers Air Arabia 
and SriLankan Airlines cancelling flights to the airport 
in May 2013 and January 2015, respectively. 
FIRE SALE: As a result of fragile revenues and rising 
recurrent expenditure, the budget deficit appears set to 
exceed 5% of GDP over 2018-20 (see Economy chapter). 
The difficult economic situation makes budget rational-
isation and the creation of new fiscal space important 
priorities for the government. This has been evidenced 
by recent developments at MMRP and MRIA, where Sri 
Lanka is moving to carefully balance competing geopo-
litical interests, while also shoring up its revenue base. 

In July 2017 CMPH agreed to buy an 85% stake in 
MMRP for $1.1bn under a 99-year lease agreement. This 
deal proved highly unpopular and was later negotiated 
to a 70% stake, with the stipulation that the port not 
be used for military purposes. The deal is expected to 
see approximately $6bn of the country’s debt to China 

converted into equity, while the remaining $1.1bn is to 
be used for debt repayment. The CMPH made a pay-
ment for $292.2m, or 30% of the $974m total, as a first 
instalment for its stake in the port, as well as $146m 
of direct investment into Sri Lanka in December 2017. 

In preparation to take over operations at the port, the 
CMPH created two new companies: the Hambantota 
International Port Group, which is wholly owned by the 
CMPH and responsible for managing the port and its 
terminals; and Hambantota International Port Group 
Services, which is in charge of maintaining security at 
the port. The SLPA has a 50.7% stake in the latter firm, 
with CMPH holding the remaining 49.3%.

Despite widespread criticism of the sale, there are a 
number of potential benefits for Sri Lanka. For instance, 
a planned special economic zone (SEZ) to be located 
adjacent to MMRP stands to receive some $5bn of Chi-
nese investment, which would create 100,000 jobs. The 
deal could also kick-start a slew of new opportunities 
for private investment in infrastructure developments, 
with the government already moving to increase the 
utilisation of public-private partnership frameworks in 
the sector (see Economy chapter).
CONTROVERSY: The port deal has also faced criti-
cism, mainly due to the perception that the low sale 
price did not adequately pay for the high-value pro-
ject. Although shipping activities at MMRP have been 
lower than expected in recent years, ro-ro traffic has 
already risen sharply, which is partly due to the large 
amount of land available at the site, India’s resurgent 
automotive manufacturing industry and the port’s 
deepwater capabilities. Indeed, the SLPA recorded 
ro-ro traffic growth of 311.8% year-on-year over the 
first nine months of 2014, handling more than 126,000 
motor vessels. In addition, MMRP is well positioned 
to challenge Singapore for regional ro-ro supremacy. 

As such, the $1.1bn sale has been criticised as too 
low a price for a 99-year majority stake. By compari-
son, a consortium led by Chinese firm CITIC Group has 
recently moved to acquire an 85% stake at the planned 
Kyaukphyu deepsea port in western Myanmar at a cost 
of $7.2bn. Furthermore, the Kyaukphyu port and its 
associated SEZ span an area of 1600 ha, while MMRP’s 
SEZ will cover 15,000 ha when complete. 

In December 2017 Constantino Xavier, an academic 
on foreign policy at US think tank Carnegie, echoed 
widespread criticism when he told the Financial Times 
that the deal is viewed by many as modern colonialism. 
“Beijing typically finds a local partner, makes that local 
partner accept investment plans that are detrimental 
to their country in the long term, and then uses the 
debts to either acquire the project altogether or to 
acquire political leverage in that country,” Xavier said. 
This mounting sentiment likely contributed to the minis-
ter of transport and civil aviation approving a deal with 
the government of India and sending it to Cabinet for 
review. This deal would hand over a 70% stake of MRIA 
for 40 years at a cost of $205m. Some industry ana-
lysts have said that this agreement is more focused on 
assuaging concerns over China’s influence, rather than 
bolstering investment and passenger numbers at MRIA.


